
E. 
,$.“,(. ,, I ,, I!:‘ . ..?I ;:.‘ i L ; , .: I ;I ;. 

PA recently promul&ted ;\r&’ :$ quantity’gener~tors (SQGs) producing .’ ’ 
vised toxicity characteristics .: between 100 kilograms and 1,000 kilo-. 

storage tanks,” she adds. 

(TC), .adopting the Toxicity : : grams per month must comply by March 
The rule also may affect wastewater 

Characteristic Leaching Procedure’ a’ 29, 1991. 
mixtures companies previously dis- 

(TCLP) and adding 25 organlcs to the ,,.‘I ; After the effective dates: currently un-’ 
charged to publicly owned treatment 
works (POTWs) or under National Pollu- 

list of chemicals regulated ,under. ‘regulated facilities that generate any of. tion Discharge Elimination System 
.RCRA. The revisions also establish 
regulatory levels for the organics, 

the newly regulated wastes must obtain j ;,, 
a hazardous waste generator ldentifica- 

(NPDES) permits, as well as Superfund 

using health-based concentration ’ tion number and comply with all RCRA, 
cleanups, she says. Many Superfund 

thresholds and a dilution/attenuation : 
sites contain the newly listed constitu- 

Subtitle C requirements. For example, ents, she adds. : 
factor (DAF) generated by a ground-. facilities planning to treat or store any of 
water fate and transport model. 

According to EPA, the rule will regu- 
these.wastes for more than 90 days, or late an additional 1.8 million metric tons 

EPA Administrator William K. Reilly manage them in surface Impoundments of non-wastewaters and more than 700 
signed the revisions March 5 (55 Fed. oi’other land-based management units,. ‘. million metric tons of wastewater, and 
Reg., No. 61, March 29, 1990, pp. must obtain Interim status and a Part B, 
7 f 798-t 1877) - almost four years after : permit. These facllitles also are subject 

affect 17,000 additional generators, but 

the Agency’s initial proposal In June ;, 
1986. The revlslons, experts say, have 

to groundwater monitoring requlre- 
“that’s probably a conservative esti- 

ments, minimum technology require- 
mate,” says Christopher Bryant, regula- 

significant implications for generators “. “merits within four years, closure and ” 
tory analyst with Fox, Weinberg & Ben- 
nett (Washington, D.C.). EPA estimates . 

and laboratories alike.. ’ I’ ,: . : post-closure requirements, and land dis- 
Generators, many prevlously unregu- 

200 surface impoundments will be af- 

‘lated under RCRA, must test solid waste 
posal restrictions. fected, a number disputed by several 

‘The 1984 amendments to RCRA 
and wastewater suspected of containing (HSWA) require EPA to promulgate land ,;. ., 

industry groups as too low. The Chem- 
icaf Manufacturers Association (CMA; 

any of the 25 organics, as well as 14 dlsposal restrictions for any newly identi- Washlngton, D.C.),. for example, esti- 
toxic co.nstituents already regulated fied hazardous wastes within six ;:’ mates that as many as 1,000 impound- 
(eight metals, four pesticides and two ’ months,” notes Janet Matey, senior sci- 
herbicides). .To determine whether a 

” ments operated by the chemical industry 
entist at Radian Corp. (Austin, Texas). i will be affected, says Joseph Mayhew, 

waste contains any of these chemicals, .’ At press time, however, the Agency had ” CMA’s director of environmental pro- : 
, , generators must perform the newly man-. ’ 

dated TCLP, which replaces the Extrac:, ; 
not specified land disposal treatment ! 
standards for TC,wastes. 

grams. EPA’s underestimation of the 

$1;. tion Procedure (EP) leach test. 8 
; number of Impoundments affected 

,’ : Large-quantity generators, those pro- 
The rule’s blggest impact will be on 

<‘. surfa& impoundments, Matey predicts. i 
makes its cost projections unrealistically 
low, he asserts. 

1: i ducing more than 1,000 kilograms of 1.1: As a result, “we’ll see a lot more treat2 
hazardous waste per month, must com- 

Despite the fact that EPA responded 
-men&” because the surface impound-. to several of CMA’s comments, the final 

ply with the new rule by Sept. 29; small-,‘:“. ‘merits will be replaced by above-ground rule will ‘still have a major impact on this 
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“‘i, Fyqdustry: Mayhew says. Some of the Im- 
pundments, he continues, are impossi- 
ble to retrofit, so companies will have to 
move the waste to above-ground storage 
tanks or remove fisted constituents before 
sending wastes to them. 

Industry will pay between $130 million 
and $400 million to comply, and be- 
tween $90 million and $130 million in 
social costs, according to EPA. (Social 
costs include such activities as re-train- 
ing employees.) “It’s really hard to say 
if that’s an accurate number or not,” Bry- 
ant says. “Historically, .EPA has been 
pretty close. But the Agency lacks data 
on waste that previously was considered 
nonhazardous” and the industries gen- 
erating it. Industry estimates of waste 
volume and compliance costs associ- 
ated with the new rule generally are 
higher than the Agency’s, 

Industries EPA expects to be hit hard- 
est include organic chemical manufac- 
turers, petroleum refiners, pharmaceuti- 
cals, pulp and paper, synthetic rubber, 
miscellaneous petroleum and coal prod- 
ucts, synthetic fibers and textile mills. 

“We’re still trying to sort out how it will 
affect us,” says Pat Hill, director of water 
quality and waste disposal’programs for 

., .:, 
::,>:’ ,, ‘:. 

;, .’ : ,!‘L ,,; 

the American Paper flistitute (API;.New 
York). Although the association had not 
evaluated the rule’s full implications at 
press time, “we’re not as impacted .as 
we first thought in 1988,” Hill says. Many 
more companies would have been af- 
fected by the 1988 proposal, she contin- 
ues, but the final rule includes a higher’ 
regulatory level for chloroform and 
chariges in the test model that make it 
“less traumatic.” According to EPA, 36 
mills will be affected by the final rule, Hill 
relates, but “at this point, we don’t knoti 
which ones.“. 8 s ‘I: : 

For the paper industry, surfacg. im; 
poundments at many facilities PO& the 
biggest potential problems, Hill says. 
These impoundments often cover hun- 
dreds of acres, she explains, and it 
would be costly to transfer contents to 
above-ground storage tanks: ,’ ,$ 

A representative from the American 
Petroleum Institute (API; Washington, 
D.C.) could not be reachedforcomment, 
but a statement issued March 9 states, 
“The API is disappointed to see that the 
EPA has elected to use extreme scienti- 
fic assumptions to define a hazardous 
waste, : .: : 

“As we orevlously commented to the 

.! ENVIR~NIVIENTAL : 
. PROFESSIONALS ,; ,.I L ,. .’ 
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*PA, ; such unreatktlc ’ assumptions,. the quantity of hazardous waste gener- 
reatly enlarge the. universe of low-risk ‘, ated, which could cause treatment and 
raste that must be managed as hazard. disposal costs to rise. Generators also 
us waste,” the statement continues. 
rhis is not beneficial to public health : 

may incur increased costs resulting from 

.nd is a waste of the EPA’s and society’s 
higher’ demand for hazardous waste 

. treatment and disposal services, he 
mlted resources.The EPA’sown analy- adds. I 
is shows the regulation is estimated to 
‘ost society $1 (billion) to $4 billion for 

“It’s also important for companies that 
had wsstes on the borderline under EP- 

lath theoretical cancer case averted, Toxlcify to have their wastes tested, to 
naking it one of the most expensive reg- make sure they do not go over the limits 
ilations in American *history with no under TCLP,” Scudder concludes. 
overall benefit to public health.” . . For their part, laboratory representa- 

ObjectIvei. The new rule, according,-*. : lives seem cautiously optimistic about 
o EPA, is more than command and con- ,’ the revisions. While some expect to see 
rot - it provides incehti$es for waste taboratory business increase signifi- ’ 
ninimization mandated as. netional pot-’ cantly; others are more cautious. “I lhink 
cy in RCRA Sec. 1003(b). “By subject-. it will be good for the labs,” Bryant says, 
ng management of TC .wastes to Subti- . . 
le C regulation, EPA is ineffect requiring 

‘but atot of people are already using the 
TCLP’ because of the land bans” and 

hat waste managers rethink their prac- state regulations. So, the rush might not 
ices for solid wastes that contain haz- be as great as expected. “After all,” he 
nrdous constituents,” the Agency states says, ‘companies had almost four years 
n the final rule.:. : ,.I( .: to prepare.” . 

Radian’s Matey says industry, specifl- “We’re struggling to determine how to 
:ally petroleum refiners, might never be prepare for it ourselves,” says Radian’s 
able to reach standards for such chemi- ; Matey. “We’re calling our clients to see 
cais as benzene, which she describes : what they think they’ll need.” Generally, 
as ‘ubiquitous’ in their facilities. As a ‘she says, the company believes the 
waste minimization technique, there-, work load will peak as companies strive 
fore, the rule has more potential, for in- ‘, to comply by. the September deadline. 
dustries that can segregate waste Radian expects to see a significant 
streams, rather than industries like pe- short-term increase in workload over the 
troleum refining, “where there are so. \“, next six monthsthat will level off, she 
many sources of benzene emissions.?. : says. I 

Most industry representatives agree The tests will not translate directly to 
the rule will encourage waste minimiza- ‘; : massive profits, argue some, because’ 
tion, but some question it as EPA’s pri- they are labor-intensive, time-consum- 
mary objective. 

“Any tlme you take isomethlng non- 
ing rind require specialized equipment. 
Enreco (Amarillo, Texas) laboratories 

hazardous , and make it hazardous, are taking a cautious stand. “It’s hard to 
there’s an Incentive not to generate as tell if we will see a significant increase 
much of it,” Bryant says. But “I don’t think :. ” in workload, because a lot of companies 
that (waste minimization) was EPA’s pri- have requested TCLP in anticipation of 
mary goal. Congress told them to do it. ., the final rule,” says Frank Robinson, 
I don’t know if they would have done it project engineer in the company’s Tech- 
otherwise.? 

Robert Newman, operations manager” 
nologies Group. “The land bans had 
more of an impact on lab business,” he 

for Scott Environmental Servic&, Inc.’ notes. 
(Plumsteadville, Pa.), agrees the new ” ‘A complete EP-Tox analyiis might 
, regulations will encourage waste mini- < ,‘:’ cost $565 per sample, whereas a com- 
mization. More importantly, he says, ‘it ,‘I!’ plete TCLP test costs about $1,700,” 
is a preventive type of regulation de- 
signed to alleviate future Superfund 

Robinson says. “However, many corn:, 
panies might not need to test for each 

sites.” Newman’s theory is widely held, constituent.” Under the law, a generator 
and Is supported In part by EPA’s con- ‘. need not test a waste for every constitu- 
tention that annual compliance costs will 
be otfset by a $3.8 billion annual savings 

ent if the site history indicates, for exam: 

in cleanups for,groundwater damage. 
ple, that pesticides are not present. 

Although cost estimates vary from lab- 
‘. Whatever the Agency’s motives, most oratory to laboratory, most say the TCLP 
people believe waste minimization will ’ is 2% to three times. more expensive 
be one result and Increased costs to in- 
dustry a second outcome. .’ ” ’ 

than the EP. The difference in price; 

.“TCLP will definitely increase testing 
says Scott Environmental’s Newman, 

‘, costs’,% saya ,Dan Scudder, facility as- .,‘, 
’ can be attributed to the TCLP’s complex- 

ky, quality control and quality assurance 
sessment ’ manager for RMT, Inc.% measures dictated by EPA, the number 
(Madison, Wis.) Northern region. *in ad- of constituents for which the waste is 
dition, TCLP wit\ result in an increase, in . tested, and specialized equipment 

,, .: I 



he says. “They knew it (the rule) would 
be passed, it was just a matter of when.” 

traction solution, he says. For example, tion. : 

Also, he notes, many states require the 
his laboratory uses an automated stir- Un& the TCLP, a buffer,’ which re- 

TCLP. To help perform extractions, 
ring process for EP-Toxicity testing that slsts pW changes, replaces acetic acid ., 

Newman adds, Scott hired two employ 
ees, bringing its total number of iabora- ..,,:. ‘:;;y: .’ ‘., 

: .- ,. .’ .’ tory technicians to eight. 
. 

Despite the lengthy lead time between Bioremddia~i& is a cbntrolkd : 
,’ .’ proposal and promulgation, ail labora- > 

tories do not envision a smooth transf- ‘. 
‘, tion to the new rule. “There will be a 

indUstriz&pr&ess. ‘. 1; ,: ‘: ,! 

” .:. 

. . .’ 
.’ 

‘When we’re ai the controls. 

1 

:i.““. ‘,, :‘I : . 

p needed for testing volatile organic com- .h~ardous‘;‘,,‘:: ..,, 4 j (j(“:“;;I);~ ‘a;,;:, ‘. T;;.‘. L ’ 
Test procedures” for extraction In EP- 

Is”hot 
pounds(VOCs); . 

allowed under TCLP, he relates. 
.’ .: ,Y, 

The specialized equipment Newman 
The TCLP adds two broad categories 

. 
refers to are zero-headspace extractors, 

Toxicity tests are not defined specifically ’ for testing-volatiles and semivolatiles. 
in the regulations,“whlch left some of the : Now, technicians must perform two ex- 

which prevent sample contamination, methodology open, to Interpretation, tractions -‘one for volatiles and one for ., * and cost between $1,500 and $2,000 
apiece. 

says J. Steven Gibson, manager of cll- ,: ail other constituents. VOCs, ,which 

Newman says Scott purchased some 
ent services in Radian’s chemistry divi- . . “,. 

zero-headspace extractors about a year 
sion. The TCLP eliminates interpretation 

evaporate easily, pose a unique prob- 
lem, Toellminate misleading results, the :‘i::.(“: 

ago. ‘I think a lot of labs are prepared,” 
by stipulating exact procedures and test 
equipment, and also changes, the ex- 

TCLP mandates zero-headspace ex- .: .,:. .” i 
tractors to prevent sample contamina- . 

‘, 

severe limitation on turnaround time for 
TCLP tests because of the number of 
different tests that must be run,” says 
Mitch Rubenstein, organic laboratory 
supervisor for RMT. ‘In addition, be- 
cause TCLP requires the use of more 
sophisticated. testing equipment and 
takes longer to complete, the cost iscon- 
siderably higher. .’ ,. 

. “There is going to be a very high de- 
,,-’ mand placed on laboratories with the 

zero-headspace extractors that are 
needed to perform the volatiles testing,” 
Rubenstein continues. ‘It could create a 
tremendous backlog at those facilities. 
Even though RMT has 13 zero-head- 

,... 
. 

Controlling the microbial environment on a civil scale is 

space extractors, there could be a wait- 
the key to success in bioremediation. You simply can’t get 
that level of control with construction or farming grade ing list for tests.” These backlogs could 

create compliance problems, because equipment. That’s why we’ve invested millions to design, 
many firms may not have test results engineer and construct specialized soil conditioning equip- ’ 
prior to the deadline, he adds. ment for bioremediation, . . I 

EPA’sacceptance of the TCLP will have .’ . “. 
“a far-reaching implication,” says James 
Menoutis, president of Analab, inc. (Nw- 

Our proprietary line of soil homogenizer/ mixer units co&Ii- : 
ark, N.J.). “The TCLP requires a lot more 

tions excavated soil at up to 70 cubic yards per hour. Our 
testing than EP-Toxicity. Whereas a full 
EP-Tox may run somewhere around $250 
to $400, you’re going to see TCLP work 
- assuming that you’re going to do.both 
zero-headspace volatiles, metals, pestf- . 

( .. tides and herbicides as well as the base- 
neutral and the acid extractables - run 
anywhere from $900 to $1,500 or $2,000 
a sample.” + 

Test procedures.,‘.‘The EP-Toxicity 
test has been around since about 1982 I, 

:, for the purpose of simulating leaching 01 
: ,, a waste disposed In a landfill. ,I 

To perform an EP-Toxicity test, tech. 
nicians use an acetic acid extraction 

i .P”” fluid with a pH around 5. After an extras 
Y. 

\; ’ ‘. tion is performed, thesamples are ana 
lyzed using appropriate EPA methods 

‘\ ‘, ‘. for eight metals, four pesticides and twc 

soil remixing units tackle our fully isolated bioreactor beds 
in SSX F$IC’JTLIFTS, cutting a path up to 10 feet wide. 
Support equipment, all containerized, includes field labs, 
fermentation tanks, crew quarters, generators and tiy- 
thing else required to do the job efficiently and effectively. - 

,  I  .’ 
‘. 

Do& r&k losing control of your bioremediation 
project. Cd,us, today. .’ .’ ,.,. I. ~ ,,. .,, ,, ,. 

I ‘,, :,‘,,‘,.‘;,‘r,;; ,,,“~‘,;“, 

1:: Bl6REMEDliTlON SERVICE; IN& ,’ :’ 
I :: ,:~,11200 Wpsthelmer Rd., Ste. 925 

‘. “i .*$ .I ; t.c,,s:: HOuStOn, Texas77042 
; ; : , I!:.,::;;:i:;. , Ph:j713) 789 2072 
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,’ fkhti&i&&i&ce to the Site TM herbicides. If any listed constituents arc 
identified In concenbatlons above EPA? 

j. specified levels, the waste Is considerec 
‘- ‘. 
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,A as the extraction fluid. And procedural 1 **V’ of taints the data’s credibility,” Gibson step, you can have varying resuits,“says 
changes call for the addition of the buffer ‘I says. ,. , . . : : ‘. ,. .,. ‘. Bob Stanforth, a senior water chemist 
at the ,beginning of the extraction, i;. ,. ‘We believethere will be a substantial for RMT’s Northern Region. “We have. 
whereas the EP-Toxicity test required ; :. market out there for labs,’ Gibson says. seen cases where stirring or not stirring 
technicians to add up to 400 milliliters ‘However, many companies have sub-’ : affected whether a waste was classified 
of acetic acid over a 24-hour period as 1, ‘!mitted samples over the last three years as hazardous.” 
needed to maintain a pH of 5. . ! to get an idea of what they would be Critics also charge that, although the 

Aside from these differences, ‘proce- 
dures and analyses basically remain the 

facing, making most labs capable and 
i prepared to perform the analyses.” 

TCLP is more reproducible, it does not 
provide any more information than EP- 

same, although more controlled, Gibson .; While laboratories may be geared up, Toxicity about environmental effects, 
says, and result from EPA’s goal to start- I debate continues in the industry about Robinson relates. “There’s no increased : 
dardize testing as much as possible. 
Standardization allows results from one 

EPA’s assumptions In developing the 
test method and the Agency’s decision 

accura@, just (greater) reproducibility. 

laboratory to be compared with those to exclude 13 organlcs included, In the 
,..,People have been hammering on that 

from another laboratory, he says, elimi- :.:‘original proposal. : There’s still a lot of controversy raging 
nating variations caused by slight differ- 

.*,+y:.‘:’ r 
quite d bit lately. It’s the test c/u jour. 

ences in methodology. 
‘It is my opinion that itis an ~rnprove~ within industry.” 

The TCLP also specifies quality as- ,, 
ment (over EP-Toxicity), because 
they’ve taken out a tot of interpretation L 

Although the test is not perfect, Scott 

surance/quality control (QAIQC) re- on how to handle the,tests, so results ’ 
Environmental’s Newman says he be- 

quirements. “These considerations are 
lieves the EP test needed improvement, 
because it “was’too narrow in scope. 

not trivial,” Gibson says. “The difference 
should be comparable,” ,Gibson says, 

in price (between the two tests) will re- 
adding that the TCLP “probably is not There’s been a lot of new information 
perfect.’ I * 

fleet in part the rigor of applying these 
QAlGC methods.“The new rule also lists 
shelf lives for various samples, including 
time elapsed from sampling to extraction 

RMT says Its technicians have found 
over the last 10 years, as we became 

an oversight in the way the TCLP pre- 
more technically astute,” he adds, de- 
scribinQ the final rule as “an important 

test is written for determining the con- 
centration of acid added to the waste: 

and invaluable regulatory package.” 
No matter what their opinion on the 

and from preparation of extraction to 
‘analysis. Each parameter class has a 

EPA.does not specify whether a sample quality of the regulations, industry, lab- 

different holding time, VOCs having the 
should be stirred during one of the steps; oratory and government representatives 
“We have found that by stirring or not expedthe list of constituents to continue 

2.$xxwl, 7 you don’t comply, rbai kind stirring the sample during the heafing to expand. v 
.- 

Now vbu can avouzl c 

And make the important decisions affecting your RllFS 
: activities’as you sample! . 

’ ; ,’ With HNU’s new SEFA-P Field Portable X-Ray Fluorescence Analyzer you 
’ :’ ‘\. can detect and analyze heavy metals like lead, copper and cadmium on-site, 

I,‘.’ ‘,! with immediate results. Because there’s’ 
’ ’ no waiting for reports to return from the 

m 

lab. costly analyses are minimized- , 

V’ 
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